Passion
first
COMPANY PROFILE

Originally established as a spin-off of University of
Bologna, Alma Automotive represents the synergy
between knowledge acquired in academic research
activities and years of experience in developing applied
solutions. The company has now evolved to offer both
ready-to-use products and technical consulting services
supported by bespoke hardware and software solutions.
Our company was born in the so called Italian Motor Valley
in the Emilia-Romagna region, where some of the most
exclusive car and motorbike makers in the world come
from. We have grown in this environment surrounded
by racing cars, supercars and motorbikes and turned our
passion for engines and cars into our job.
Highly oriented towards new challenges, Alma
Automotive’s mission is to provide innovative solutions
and tools to help customers in the development of ever
more efficient engines and powertrains.
The strong relationship we have with top-tier automotive
companies is testimonial to the high level of skill and
quality of services offered to our clients.
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Delivering excellence
through our people
When we select our new employees, we seek passionate
and talented people, with excellent hard and soft
skills. Essentially we look for people who are creative,
constructive and ready to experiment new things.
Our team is characterized by three levels of experience:
Senior, Experienced and Junior engineers.
Senior
• Professors and highly experienced professionals
• Key account management
• Sharing technical knowledge and experience with the
team

Experienced
• PhD graduates or at least 4 years’ experience
• Leading projects
• Sharing solutions with Senior members
• Developing project management skills
Junior
• Master’s degree graduate
• Often with previous experience in industry
• Developing skills working on projects
• Learning from more experienced members of the
team

We value our Team
Passion first
To face every day challenges knowledge and expertise are
essential, but not enough if you are not driven by passion.
This passion is what we share in our team, and what
keeps us striving for excellence in everything we do.
Employee empowerment
We don’t think of empowerment only as a business
strategy to improve efficiency, but as a natural way to
develop a sense of ownership and responsibility among
our team. We want our employees to openly share
suggestions about their work and the company as a
whole. We want them to feel part of the company, as they
are the ambassadors of our organization.

Proactive teamwork
One of the keys to Alma Automotive’s success is our
ability to work together as a team, and support each other
in finding the best solutions for different projects.
Sharing know-how and experience enables us to
maximize the performance of our products and services,
adding value to clients.
Training program
To deliver excellent services and design innovative
products our team skills and competences are of crucial
importance. We pursue a continuous training program
both internally by sharing technical knowledge and
organizing specific training sessions, and also externally
through different certification programs. We also
sponsor several PhD programs, as we truly want the best
preparation for our team, turned into first-class service
for our customers.

Our partnerships
Since 2012, we have been National Instruments’ alliance partner and in 2013 we won
the 1st prize at the Engineering Impact Awards 2013 as the best measurement and
automation application in Italy.
NI LabVIEW Certifications

Certified
LabVIEW
Architect
Certified
LabVIEW
Developer

Alma Automotive has been pursuing a long term LabVIEW certification program,
by covering all three levels of expertise, from the entry level LabVIEW Associate
Developer to the more experienced LabVIEW Architect.

Certified LabVIEW
Associate Developer

Sponsor of UniBo Motorsport
UniBo Motorsport is the Formula SAE Team of University
of Bologna. The Formula SAE® is an innovative racing
competition where university students from all over the
world challenge each other in the design, production and
put on track of a formula-style car.
Our collaboration started in 2010, when UniBo Motorsport
took its first step in the Formula SAE® series, with
something that no team had ever done before: an engine
control system designed from scratch and implemented
on a NI Compact RIO. From 2011, on UniBo Motorsport,
supported by Alma Automotive, has developed its ECU
year after year, until 2014, when the team developed

a new ECU based on NI Single-Board RIO platforms, a
reliable product with excellent performance. Thanks to
this new ECU, impressive results in the most challenging
Formula SAE competitions have been achieved, receiving
remarkable feedback from technical judges from all over
the world.
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Real-Time control
& measurement systems
Powertrain analysis and modeling
for calibration and control
Racing performance
analysis
Engine testing
IOT solutions for industry 4.0

Combustion analysis systems
Distinctive features at a glance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 12 cylinders engine (24 analog inputs overall)
Direct connection to the crankshaft position sensor
Extremely easy and quick installation on-board
Time-based combustion analysis system
Time-to-Angle conversion performed with the
interpolation approach for the highest precision
Real-time, cycle-by-cycle and cylinder-by-cylinder
evaluation of combustion parameters
Combustion parameters published via CAN and XCP on
Ethernet
Easy integration with ETAS INCA®, VECTOR CANape® and
ATI VISION®, or any environment supporting CAN and XCP
User interface for in-cylinder pressure and combustion
data monitoring
Data acquisition based on analog trigger or event-based
(limit value violations)
Stand-alone ECU-like operation 32 GB on-board storage
Crank angle-based actuation tracking

Real-Time combustion analysis
The combustion analysis system evaluates in Real-Time
and publishes on the CAN network and XCP on ethernet:
• IMEP, IMEPH
• Pmax, APmax
• Cumulative Heat Release
• MFBxx angles (xx defined by user, for example: MFB10,
MFB50, MFB90)
• Knock indexes (MAPO and integral)
• Crank angle-based actuation tracking
Configuration of the algorithms includes (but is not
limited to):
• Engine geometry
• Low-pass and high-pass digital filtering of pressure
data (IIR, 2nd order)
• Angular window for knock analysis
• Crankshaft reference sensor and analog input filter
delays (delay compensations)

Combustion analysis parameters integrated and synchronized in INCA®
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Hardware in the loop systems
Thanks to our strong know-how about modeling
internal combustion engine systems, we are capable of
developing HIL systems featuring complete engine and
vehicle models.
Common features at a glance:
• Based on National Instruments software (VeriStand)
and hardware (PXI, CompactRIO fpr simpler
applications)
• Model-based (Simulink)/data replier: engine-vehicle
models available
• Custom signal conditioning (Fault Insertion Units,
conditioning for high voltage generation/acquisition)
• Custom exchangeable Load boards

Rapid Control
Prototyping systems
Over the years we have matured insightful
experience in ECU simulation and
prototyping. In particular we offer our
customers the possibility to implement a
V-ECU (Virtual Engine Control Unit) in a
short time scale.
We are capable of developing RCP systems
and implementing them on MIRACLE2, our
in-house designed Micro Rapid Controller &
Logging Environment.

Powertrain analysis and
modeling for calibration
and control

A few examples of activities that we have carried out for
our customers:
• Engine calibration and control algorithms
development
• Turbocharger speed estimation based on acoustic
emissions
• On-board stereoscopic image acquisition of tyres for
deformation evaluation

•
•
•
•
•

Torque-meter based on shafts torsion
Simplified models for HIL systems, integrating
engine, clutch, gearbox and driveline simulations
Detailed vehicle dynamics models
Detailed model of engine components to define
control or diagnostic algorithms
Dual Mass Flywheel, tank/canister circuits, driveline
dumpers, internal EGR, combustion
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Racing performance analysis
With more than 10 years’ strong experience in motorsport,
we have matured our insightful expertise in developing
solutions and tools for racing performance analysis. Our
target customers are motorsport teams, aiming to get
a deeper understanding of their vehicles’ behavior and
drivers’ performance during test sessions and races. Our
tools can be applied to both cars and motorbikes with
different levels of analysis depending on customer needs.
An example of some valuable analysis we usually carry
out is the “side-by-side video compare”, a simple but

powerful tool especially designed for drivers looking to
get the most out of their vehicles. Thanks to the spacebased analysis of laps with respect to the competitor’s
best lap, the driver gets to know where he should improve
through the time differential plotted below. In order to
get even more detailed information, a further tool is the
“Ghost analysis”, which allows the comparison of different
laps with the vehicle covering different trajectories, and
enables the driver and the team to understand the best
way to face the most crucial sections of the track.

Engine testing
Our expertise
Alma Automotive designs and provides customer-tailored
solutions for engine testing, including turnkey engine test
cells equipped with hydraulic, eddy current brake and
dynamic (asynchronous or permanent magnet motors)
benches.
The test cell automation and acquisition software is based
on National Instruments VeriStand, offering to the final
user the possibility of implementing real-time code using
compiled Simulink/LabVIEW models.
Engineering services include the development of automatic
calibration procedures, rapid control prototyping applications,
data analysis and management, engine modelling for the
development of control and diagnostic algorithms, using the
software toolchain required by the customer.

Our offer
Engine test cells design and turnkey customer-tailored
solutions delivered to the customers
Engine testing services (with test bench operator and/or
engineer):
• Performance evaluation
• Engine and engine components development,
durability tests
• Driving cycles and track laps simulation
Engineering and technical support availability
• Engine calibration methodologies
• Combustion systems development

• Rapid Control Prototyping
Engine test cell rental without operators/engineers
also available, on already existent or custom designed
test cells.

Our benefits
•
•
•
•

Uncompromising confidentiality
Cost effectiveness
Unbeatable responsiveness
Great experience with local manufacturers on gasoline
and diesel engines testing and calibration
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IoT application: industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is a name for the current trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies.
It includes cyber-physical systems, the internet of things, cloud computing and cognitive computing.
Industry 4.0 creates what has been called “smart factory”.
IoT will help early detection of defects and production failures, therefore enabling their prevention and increasing
productivity, quality, and agility benefits that have significant competitive value, such as reducing the time to market
and managing big data analytics.
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IoT application: Big Data Analytics

IoT application: objectives

Big data analytics consists of 6Cs in the integrated
Industry 4.0:
• Connection (sensors and networks)
• Cloud (computing and data on demand)
• Cyber (model & memory)
• Content/context (meaning and correlation)
• Community (sharing & collaboration)
• Customization (personalization and value)
In order to provide a useful insight to the factory
management, data has to be processed with advanced
tools to generate meaningful information.

Alma Automotive develops custom based telemetry
apparatus for remote control and automation of
mechatronic systems:
• Electronically controlled systems (high accuracy and
flexibility)
• Components control and diagnosis
• Preventive maintenance
• Preventive supply (monitoring of raw components)
• History of systems (input for data analytics)
• Optimize energy consumption
• What customers will still have to ask for…

Statistics

Assistance

Costs

Enviroment
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